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Allows for models of cars otherwise not available

Less expensive compared to brass

Builds upon skills already acquired

Allows for more accurate rolling stock

Less expensive for manufactures to produce models
with a limited market

Why Resin?
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What Is Resin?

Two part resin – usually polyurethane

Parts can be joined with cyanoacrylate (CA) and epoxy 

Tenax and other solvents won’t work with resin

Excess CA can be removed with Acetone                                
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How are they Made?

1. A Master is made for a side, an end, the roof, and 
underbody is made.

2. A Silicon Mold is poured over the Master Parts.
3. Resin parts are cast.
4. If a one piece body is desired, parts are assembled 

from item 3.
5. A new Silicon Mold is created.
6. The one piece body is now poured.



Types of Kits

Flat One Piece Body



Tools You’ll Need



F & C B&M XM-1 Boxcar



Prototype B&M XM-1 Boxcar





Step 1
Read the instructions



Step 2
Remove all flash to include lugs inside the carbody



Step 3
Trim Flash from floor, then sand floor to fit carbody



Step 4
Drill and tap 2-56 holes for trucks and couplers



Additional Detail Parts (Optional)



Completed Underbody



Weights Attached – Ready for Paint



Completed Car Side and Roof



“A” End



“B” End

“B” End









Note the external roof supports





The End  


